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Ram Ram

Namaste & Welcome,

PLEASE NOTE: (especially return viewers)

May - October 2006: - HOME PAGE REVISION:  NEW LOOK & 
MANY ADDITIONAL ALBUMS & IMAGES!  
Most photo ALBUMS (which contain the individual images) are 
now grouped into FOLDERS to facilitate easier & faster search 
of similar locations or types of images. So go into the FOLDER 
you want to find individual ALBUMS, which contain the 
individual IMAGES you want to view.   Now 50 Albums 
containing 1,900 images for viewing & with 300,000 individual 
"photo darshans" to date.

First Major revision Summer - Fall 2005:  
This site is now up 1 year & there have been over 100,000 
individual photo darshans.  There are now over 42 separate 
albums containing almost 1,300 different images (originally 
started with about 400).  Many of the albums are entirely new 
(& are marked as such in their descriptions) but many of the 
existing albums have been updated too.  New photos and 
albums will be continued to be added at any time.  So please 
enjoy surfing the many new additions.

(Site started Fall 2004): This site is a humble beginning to 
share photos of Maharaji or Babaji (as He is affectionately 
called by His devotees) with everyone.  Please note that 
Maharaji had many names during his lifetime, Lakshmi Narayan 
Sharma - His name given to Him by His father, Lakshman Das 
- His first Sadhu name, Tallaiya Baba - when he was doing 
tapasiya in a lake in Gujarat.  But His most commonly known 
names are now "NEEB KARORI BABA" and "NEEM KAROLI BABA" 
(the later name is predominating among the Western Satsang). 



 

This is a collaborative site by His devotees & ALL are welcome 
to participate & share.  Our long term goal is to make every 
photo of Maharaji ever taken available for viewing.  Also as 
many Hanumanji's, and other Murtis both associated with Him 
& others.  Plus photos of His Indian & Western devotees from 
all over the world.

Please note that at this time all photos are low resolution (72 
dpi #5 JPEG compression) & are not suitable for high quality 
large prints. Most of the photos are "as is original" scans 
hopefully they will be "post processed" so as to clean-up, crop 
& rebalance them back to the original colors in the future 
(some photos in the albums with RT have been "post 
processed"  & are more refined).  

Any & all, comments, suggestions & photos are most welcome. 
You can enter comments in any album or any photo (but the 
photo has to be enlarged first for specifi photo comment). 

Or email them to:    
chokidar@babaneemkaroli.com

Please email your photo(s) to the above address, with any 
description & they will be uploaded to the appropriate 
album(s).

You can share this site (URL) with everyone & put it in your web 
site or home page.  
BUT NOT FOR ANY COMMERCIAL USE OR PURPOSE! 
OWNERSHIP & COPYRIGHT IS RETAINED BY THE 
PHOTOGRAPHER OF EACH PHOTO.

Copy & Paste the URL to share this site
Home page URL is: 
http://imageevent.com/neemkarolibabaphotos

Each Folder also it's own URL too so you can easily share that 



specific folder.

Each Album also has it's own URL too so you can easily share 
that specific album.


